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Lynx Accelerates the Immediate Adoption of Smart Home Use Cases Through Native Interoperability with OCF Certified Products – No Integrations Required

Posted on: September 11, 2018
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Lynx MiND provides heterogeneous device support and interoperability

across multiple smart home protocols

SAN DIEGO, CA – 11 SEPTEMBER 2018 – Today Lynx Technology, a worldwide leader in interoperability for the connected home and IoT markets, said that on the heels of the recent Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) announcement the organization has entered an agreement with major worldwide appliance manufacturers for interoperable secure smart devices within the IoT ecosystem, that Lynx is capable of instant interoperability with any OCF-certified smart appliance or product as soon as it ships…. [Read More]


Filed Under: Member Announcements 
IoT Security by Design

Posted on: May 31, 2018
The OCF Security Working Group is raising the bar for IoT security standards
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The rapid growth of the Internet of Things has made connected devices an integral part of our daily lives, but this increased connectivity also comes with security risks due to… [Read More]


Filed Under: Blog Tagged With: connectivity, ecosystem, framework, interoperability, IoT, Security
Global IoT Standards Organizations, the OCF and FIWARE Foundation, Partner for Mutual Smart Data Models Adoption

Posted on: May 4, 2022
Both member organizations will benefit from the sharing of smart city, smart home and smart building data models and ISO/IEC standards

4 May, 2022 – The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) and FIWARE Foundation have formed a mutually beneficial partnership which provides members from both organizations with increased access to data models and standards that support the development of secure, interoperable Internet of Things (IoT) deployments.

The OCF is bringing a comprehensive set of smart home and smart building models to the table, across areas including air quality testing, carbon dioxide detection and blood pressure monitoring. FIWARE Foundation has provided access to its building blocks, reference architectures, smart city and industrial models.

Bruno Johnson, Chair of OCF Marketing and Communications Work Group, commented: “The collaboration is significant as it is opening up access to a wide array of data models which can speed up the development of secure infrastructure. FIWARE’s members can also swiftly adopt our Secure IP Device Framework to help create secure deployments with rapid development and simple integrations with IoT networks, and dynamically align these with baselines for IoT security and privacy regulations.”

As an ISO/IEC adopted standard, the OCF’s framework is internationally agreed upon by experts and is gaining adoption as a national standard in countries worldwide. With the OCF adopting FIWARE’s data models, in time, these too will be brought into the ISO/IEC standard.

Ulrich Ahle, CEO of FIWARE Foundation, confirmed: “We are thrilled about our collaboration with the OCF. Its extensive expertise and experience in contributing to the definition of technical standards across industries, following an implementation-driven open-source approach, will be invaluable as we work together to create and advance the adoption of smart data models for IoT devices and related-systems. It’s a perfect strategic fit. OCF’s commitment to collaboration and co-creation so that systems can be deployed in an open and standardized way dovetails with our goal to enable devices to communicate with one another, regardless of operating system, service provider, transport technology, or ecosystem.”

Over 65 data models defined by the OCF have already been made available in FIWARE’s Smart Data Models Program, with more than 200 soon to be adopted – contributing to the over 800 smart data models already provided through the FIWARE-driven program.

Bruno concluded: “By supporting the development of IoT technology in a secure and interoperable way, together we can further encourage its evolution and positive global impact.”

For more information about OCF or to become a member, please visit the website. For more information on FIWARE, FIWARE membership, and FIWARE Smart Data Models, find the website here.


Filed Under: News 
Eonti and DigiCert Selected to Deploy PKI for the Open Connectivity Foundation

Posted on: November 1, 2018
Lafayette, CO (October 25, 2018) — Eonti Inc. (Eonti), a front runner in lifecycle operations management for trust infrastructure, together with DigiCert, Inc. (DigiCert), the world’s leading provider of scalable PKI solutions for identity and encryption, have been selected by the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) to provide registration authority and certification authority services for the OCF Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)…. [Read More]


Filed Under: Member Announcements Tagged With: PKI, Security
Introducing the OCF China Forum

Posted on: March 26, 2019
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The Open Connectivity Foundation’s (OCF) mission not only provides specifications, code and a certification program to enable OCF-certified solutions that interoperate with current IoT devices and legacy systems, but also creates an enhanced end user experience by seamlessly bridging to other ecosystems. The OCF does this to achieve global industry consolidation around a common, interoperable approach.

With this goal in mind, we are proud to announce the formal launch of the OCF China Forum. The China Forum was established with 31 member companies in February of 2019 by the China Electrical Apparatus Research Institute Co., Ltd. (CEI) with Kong Ruixun, Deputy Chief Engineer, acting as chairmen of the forum.

… [Read More]
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